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AGENDA

1. Release 0.6 is out now
2. Overview of involvement of openPASS in other projects
3. Communication with externals
4. Next SC Workshop
1. RELEASE 0.6 IS OUT NOW

- master
- servant
- intech
- VWGoA
- Itk
- PCM

- v0.5
- v0.6

- OSI
- GUI
- PCM remove
- new components

- PCM use-case
2. OVERVIEW OF THE INVOLVEMENT OF OPENPASS IN OTHER PROJECTS
3. COMMUNICATION WITH EXTERNALS

- Discussion: slides openPASS at a glance
- Rules about the communication with externals (Background: Contact with NHTSA)
NEXT REFINEMENT WORKSHOP

• Missing requirement teams: Assignment of requirement team to high-level targets with release 0.7/0.8
• Refinement of the high-level targets: Thinking about user stories beforehand
• Proposal: Refinement meetings, 11th February - 12th February